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Abstract
Many diverse sources can contribute to the successful
interpretation of sensory input. One fundamental prob-
lem for perception is integrating these sources into the
interpretation process. We present a hybrid methodol-
ogy for perception that addresses this integration prob-
lem. The approach integrates special-purpose analog-
ical representations used to store partially interpreted
sensor data with a general-purpose sentential language
employed to represent more coguitively-based informa-
tion about a domain. The paper describes a formal ap-
paratus for unifying the sentential and analogical repre-
sentations as well as inference mechanisms for translat-
ing between the two subsystems. We exhibit the utility
of the framework for the task of integrating contingent
information into maps.

1 Introduction
High-level symbolic representations of information play
an important part in perceptually-grounded intelli-
gent systems. The need to connect sensory input to
high-level representation structures is apparent for sys-
tems that perform cognitive operations, such as mobile
robots that formulate run-time plans. Traditionally, at-
tention has focused on the flow of information from per-
ceptual input to a high-level symbolic language; how-
ever, the transfer of information in the opposite direc-
tion can also be valuable. In particular, many impor-
tant perceptual tasks can be executed more robustly
when symbolic reasoning is incorporated into the pro-
cess of perception itself.

To date, most perceptual interpretation systems have
relied exclusively on special-purpose representations
and algorithms that embed model information for a
class of perceptual tasks. Although these representa-
tions and algorithms are essential to timely interpre-
tation, we argue that the inclusion of more general-
purpose representation and reasoning mechanisms can
greatly extend the capabilities of the system. In sup-
port of this claim, consider the role of contingent infor-
mation [7] in perception. Contingent information de-
scribes properties that hold for a particular situation
or context rather than in the general case, such as the
fact that the stairwell is beside the elevator in a given
building or that a given office belongs to a certain in-
dividual. Contingent information is essential for deter-

mining characteristics of an environment that cannot be
directly perceived by the robot mobile. For example, a
robot cannot determine the owner of a particular office
using range-finding sensors. The ability to incorporate
contingent information into the perceptual interpreta-
tion process would make it possible to eliminate such
gaps in the robot’s representation of its environment.
The difficulty, however, is that contingent information,
and other types of information that can contribute to
the interpretation process, may be expressed as graphs,
diagrams, logical formulae or in some other format that
differs substantially from the geometrical representa-
tions prevalent in sensory analysis.

This paper presents a hybrid framework for percep-
tion that supports the incorporation of diverse sources
of information into the perceptual interpretation pro-
cess. Special-purpose analogical representations serve
as the primary repository for geometrical interpreta-
tions of sensor data while a general-purpose logical
language represents more cognitively-based information
about the domain. We call this latter sentential infor-
mation because it is expressed in the form of sentences
in a language. Successful perception involves many lay-
ers of interpretation and hence a corresponding hierar-
chy of representation structures [2]. Generally speak-
ing, we can subdivide these layers into three sections:
sensor data is refined into an image-level representation,
which is further interpreted to provide a scene-level de-
scription [7]. Although sentential reasoning can be put
to good use throughout, we are interested primarily in
applying sentential reasoning to improve a scene-level
interpretation of sensed information.

The fundamental technical challenge in building the
hybrid framework is bridging the gap between sentential
and scene-level representations. We present a formal
apparatus for connecting sentential and analogical rep-
resentations along with efficient inference mechanisms
for translating between the two. In contrast to previous
work in the hybrid systems community, our framework
supports the reflection of information derived through
sentential reasoning back to the analogical structures.
For concreteness, we consider the specific problem of
employing contingent information in the task of map-
learning. Many of the results, however, apply to arbi-
trary hybrid architectures that link analogical and sen-
tential subsystems.
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2 The Hybrid Framework
Integration should not be achieved in the hybrid system
by simply translating the contents of one representa-
tion language into the other. Analogical and sentential
structures are effective for representing different types
of information. Analogical structures provide a con-
venient means of representing closure information im-
plicitly while also permitting direct access to analogical
properties; however, such structures lack the expressive
power of formal logic. Since sentential theories are a
more general representational technology, it is tempt-
ing to translate analogical structures into first-order
sentences en masse. But this strategy would compro-
mise the efficiency of the representation system since
the specialized inference mechanisms for the analogi-
cal structures are replaced by general-purpose deduc-
tive methods. Our strategy is to build separate ana-
logical and sentential subsystems along with inference
rules for translating information between them.

2.1 Analogical Subsystem
The details of the analogical subcomponent will vary for
different applications. Our formal framework isolates
the integration methods from the specifics of any par-
ticular application through the use of an abstract char-
acterization of the information stored in the analogical
system. Since we are interested primarily in analog-
ical structures employed for map-learning in an office
environment, we employ examples from that domain
throughout this document.

A typical scene-level description of one side of a hall-
way stored in the representation structures of a robot
might contain the following information:1

I v type:hall
II I I I I I

ul u2 u3
type:office type:office

owner:Ralph
(1)

The constants V and Ui are symbolic names assigned
to the hallway and the three openings on it in the given
scene. These objects and the relationships among them
are identified by the robot’s perceptual interpretation
mechanism, which detects relevant geometric proper-
ties and segments sensory input into meaningful units
(e.g., groups line segments and inter-segment spaces
into objects such as corridors and significant openings).
We use the term scene element for such objects. Prior
knowledge about the scene was used to determine the
remainder of the information in this diagram, namely
that certain Ui are offices and that the leftmost office
belongs to Ralph.

For any particular class of applications, there will be
a fixed ontology of scene elements and a fixed set of

1The robot would most likely represent this diagram in-
ternally using graph-theoretic structures (e.g., nodes rep-
resenting portals and links between nodes representing the
adjacency of portals, along with a higher-level graph for
connectivity of hallways).

properties of interest. We consider two classes of prop-
erties: assignment of labels to scene elements and ana-
logical relations among scene elements. Formally, we
can represent the information about labels and relations
for scene elements that is stored in an analogic repre-
sentation S as a set of first-order models Ms. While
a scene structure records only those relationships and
elements that are known to exist, each of these scene
models constitutes a possible completion of the partial
information provided by a scene structure. For exam-
ple, the type of U2 or the owners of U2 and U3 are
unspecified in the above diagram; a scene model would
fully specify those relations.

Scene models consist of a set of analogical relations
A and a set of label relations L over a universe U. Each
member of A is a binary relation E~ × Es, with E~ C U a
distinguished set of scene elements; and each member of
L is a relation E~ × Ez, with El C U a distinguished set
of label elements. Using the "displayed" format of [3,
Section 1.3], we write these models as (U, A, L, E~, Et).
Scene models are used as an analytic tool for charac-
terizing the semantic content of an analogic structure;
all computations are done on the structure itself.

For the scene described by (1), the scene elements are
{V, U1, U2,/-]3}. We choose the label relations TYPE
and OWNS, and the scene relations BES(u,v) (the
opening u is next to the opening v) and INHALL(u, v)
(opening v is in hall u). The label set consists 
{Closet, Office, Ralph, Paul, Cyril}. The choice of rela-
tions and elements is important in determining what
information in the analogic structure is abstracted in
the hybrid system; here, for example, whether an open-
ing is to the right or left of another opening is apparent
from the structure, but not in the models.

In the example, the entire hallway has been fully per-
ceived. Thus all objects of relevance (here, the openings
and the hall itself) have been detected and the analog-
ical relations BES and INHALL are fully determined.
More generally, noise or faulty sensors may both cause
objects of interest to go undetected or uninterpreted
and leave analogical relations only partially determined.
In such circumstances, we say that the scene structure
contains perceptual uncertainty. For instance, the fol-
lowing diagram represents a map of the above scene for
which the sensor input between U1 and U3 could not be
interpreted; dashed lines indicate regions of perceptual
uncertainty:

I v type:hall
I’ I I ’

ul u3
type:office type:office

owner:Ralph
(2)

The integration problem that we address is to use
contingent information about the scene in order to both
ascertain the composition of areas of perceptual uncer-
tainty and flesh out the partial characterizations given
by the scene models for the relations in L and A.
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2.2 Sentential Subsystem

The sentential subsystem employs a first-order language
£ = (7~A,PL, E~, Et," ") for expressing contingent in-
formation about a scene. For simplicity we have used
the scene elements Es and label elements Et as names
for themselves in £. The predicates 7)A are interpreted
by the analogical relations of the scene models, and "PL
by the label relations. In addition, there may be other
predicates and constants that have an indirect relation
to the scene. For example, the predicate NBR(x, y) rep-
resenting the office-neighbour relationship between two
people. This predicate would be related to the scene
predicates by an axiom such as

Vx, y. NBR(x, y) 
3u, v. TYPE(u, Office) A TYPE(v, Office)

AOWNS(u, x) A OWNS(v, y) A BES(u, 
(3)

Similarly, the predicate RESIDES(x,h) representing
the relationship of an individual x having an office in
hallway h would be defined as

Vx, h. RESIDES(x, h) 
3u. INHALL(u, h) A TYPE(u, Office) (4)

A OWNS(x, u) 

We refer to axioms of this sort as perceptual grounding
axioms.

As an example of the expression and use of contingent
information relative to diagrams, consider the following
statements:

Paul and Cyril have offices in hall V.
Ralph and Paul are not neighbours.

Given the grounding axioms (3,4), these statements can
be expressed in £ as

RESIDES(Cyril, V) A RESIDES(Paul, 
A -~NBR(Ralph, Paul). (5)

With respect to the scene diagram (1), the first state-
ment implies that U2 and U3 are offices, one each owned
by Cyril and Paul. With the second statement, the only
possible configuration of the scene is the one given be-
low:

I v type:hall
m I

ul
type:office

owner:Ralph

I ! ! |

u2 u3
type:office type:office ̄

owner:Cyrilowner:Paul
(6)

When the sentential facts are applied to the scene
(2) containing perceptual uncertainty, no updates 
the diagram are possible. However, given the sentences
Ralph and Cyril are neighbours and Cyril is Paul’s only
neighbour, the scene description (6) follows.

2.3 Integration Criteria

We now turn to the problem of characterizing the se-
mantic content of our hybrid system. This character-
ization will determine what inference mechanisms are

appropriate for combining analogical and sentential in-
formation.

Let T be a theory of £ expressing contingent knowl-
edge for a scene and let Ms be the scene models de-
fined for the sublanguage (PA, PL, Es, Et) of £. From
a model-theoretic perspective, the incorporation of T
into the scene structure S eliminates from Ms those
models that are not compatible with T. A model
m = (U,A,L, Es,Et) E Ms is compatible with T if
some expansion m’ -- (U, A, L, Es, El,. ¯ -) is a model
of T. The expanded model contains interpretations for
the predicate, function, and constant symbols of £ that
do not appear in the language of the scene model.

Define the restriction of Ms relative to T, written
as Ms(T), to be the models in Ms that are compat-
ible with T. Ms(T) characterizes the total informa-
tion for the scene contained within the hybrid system.
The fundamental challenge is to provide mechanisms
for modifying the analogical structures to reflect the
contents of Ms(T). In particular, we require both a
consequence operation for determining sentences of £
that are logically entailed by Ms (T) and an update op-
eration for modifying the scene structure to reflect the
derived consequences.

In general, the analogical structures may have weaker
representational capabilities than is required to capture
the information content of Ms(T). Consider the dia-
gram (1) and the contingent theory

To = { RESIDES(Cyril, HI), RESIDES(Paul, H1 ) 

These two sources of information jointly imply that U2
and U3 are offices and that Paul and Cyril each own
one of these offices, although it is undetermined as to
who owns which one. Every model in Ms(To) either
has both (U2, Cyril) and (Us, Paul) or both (U,., Paul)
and (Us, Cyril) in its OWNS relation. However, this
information cannot be manifest in the scene structure
since it is not definite about who owns which office and
the scene structure does not admit disjunctive informa-
tion about ownership. We shall say that an analogical
structure Q adequately represents a set of scene models
M if M C_ MQ and there is no other scene structure R
such that M C MR and MR C MQ.

We will call a given consequence and update oper-
ation pair sound if it generates only scene structures
whose models contain M~ (T) and will call the pair com-
plete if it produces structures that adequately represent
M,(T).

3 An Integration Framework
We now present a collection of sound but incomplete
integration rules for merging scene and contingent in-
formation. As will be seen, completeness cannot be
attained without the addition of substantially more ma-
chinery to the basic framework.

3.1 Interface
The integration process requires two types of trans-
lation mechanisms for communicating information be-
tween the representation subsystems: reflection and ex-
traction procedures.
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Reflection procedures provide a means of inserting
information into an analogical structure. For each label
and analogical predicate P(u, v) we require a reflection
procedure INSER-I-.P(u, v) such that P(u, v) holds in all
models of S after INSERT.P(u, v) is invoked, for u and
v ill E, tO El.

Extraction procedures provide access to the informa-
tion stored ill the analogical structure for use by the
sentential subsystem. To see why such access is neces-
sary, note that the diagram (1) and the sentence

Vx. INtlALL(x, V) D TYPE(x, Office) (7)

jointly imply that both U2 and Us are offices; this con-
clusion cannot be deduced from (7) alone. This exam-
ple illustrates the need for two-way flows of informa-
tion between the sentential and analogical subsystems.
In other words, assimilating sentential information into
analogical structures generally requires the extraction
of information from the analogical structures.

As noted above, whole-scale translation of the ana-
logical structures into first-order sentences is infeasible.
Instead, we wish to provide access to the information in
the analogical structures on an as needed basis, whereby
information is accessed as required for individual deduc-
tion steps rather than all at once. The two key types
of information stored within scene structures are ana-
logical and label relationships for scene elements, and
closure information about those relationships.

For each scene predicate P(u,v), we require an ex-
traction procedure FVAL.P(u, v) for evaluating ground
instances in a scene S; the procedure behaves as follows
for u, v ¯ E, tO El:

true if Ms ~ P(u,v)
riVAL.P(u, v) false if Ms ~ ",P(u, v)

unknown otherwise

Let P[x] represent an instance of a predicate in
~L’~ L I,.J "PA that contains the single variable x, e.g.,
BES(x, Ux). To extract information about closure rela-
tionships for a given scene S, we employ the procedures
CLOSURE+.P[x] and CLOSURE-.P[x], defined as fol-
lows:

CLOSURE+.P[x] =
{e ¯ El U E, I ~ ~ P[e]for some m ̄  Ms}

CLOSURE-.P[x] = {e¯ElUEs I Ms ~P[e]}

With respect to the scene S, CLOSURE+.P[x] gen-
erates the set of scene elements that possibly sat-
isfy P[x] (called the minimal super-closure) while
CLOSU RE-.P[x] generates the set of elements that defi-
nitely satisfy P[x] (the maximal subclosure). The proce-
dures CLOSURE+.P[x] and CLOSURE-.P[x] give min-
imal upper- and maximal lower-bounds, respectively,
for the exact closure for P[z], which is the precise set
of values for which P[z] is satisfied. In the case where
the analogical structure determines the exact closure of
the predicate, i.e., for every ml, m2 ̄  Ms(t):

Ve ¯ E, U Et. ml ~ P[e] -- m2 ~ P[e] ,
the maximal sub- and minimal super-closures are both
equal to the exact closure.

3.2 Inference Rules

The inferential component of the integration framework
contains a standard proof-theory for first-order logic
along with the rules of evaluation and domain enumera-
tion. These two rules utilize information from the scene
structure as provided by the extraction procedures to
simplify formulas of T, eventually deducing ground in-
stances of predicates in 79A tO PL that are consequences
of Ms(T). These consequences are used to update the
scene structures through application of the correspond-
ing reflection procedures. In defining the two inference
rules, we use the notation a~ to represent the expres-
sion a with all occurrences of the expression b replaced
by c.

3.2.1 Evaluation The evaluation rule sanctions re-
placement of ground instances of a predicate in 7)A to79L
by either true or false, in accordance with the contents
of the scene structure. In the case where the struc-
tures are incomplete and the relationship denoted by
the predicate under evaluation is undetermined, the
evaluation process has no effect.

Definition 3.1 (Evaluation) Let ¢ be a formula that
contains an instance R(tl,...,tk) of a predicate R 

"PA O 7~L. If EVAL.R(I1,...,tk) = where 0 ¯
{tarue, false} then evaluation of R(tl,...,tk) in ¢ yields

R(t l,...,tk)"

3.2.2 Domain Enumeration The domain enu-
meration rules allow the elimination of quantifiers in
certain cases through the introduction of an appropriate
domain of values that covers the relevant instantiations
of the quantified variable. Consider the assertion

3x. BES(x, U2) A OWNS(x, Cyril) (8)

relative to scene (1). The interpretation of this formula
is that the scene element owned by Cyril is located be-
side U2. The conjunct BES(x, U2) limits the possibili-
ties for this scene element; diagram (1) indicates that
the element must be either U1 or/-]3. As such, the for-
mula OWNS(U1, Cyril) V OWNS(Us, Cyril) follows from
(8). This derived formula and (8) are equivalent since
{U1, Us} is the exact closure for BES(x, U2).

Similarly, consider the universally quantified formula

Vx. INHALL(x, V) D TYPE(x, Oftice) (9

which asserts that all elements in hallway V are offices.
This formula can be viewed as a statement about the
predicate TYPE(x, Of/}ce), with INHALL(x, V) serv-
ing as a filter on the set of relevant instantiations of
the quantified variable. According to the scene (1), the
only values that satisfy INHALL(z, V) are {Ux, 0"2, 0"3}.
Thus, we can derive the conjunction TYPE(U1, O/~ce)A
TYPE(U2, 0t~ce) A TYPE(U3, Ofllce). In fact, this for-
mula is equivalent to (9) since {0"1,0"2, Uz} constitutes
the exact closure for INHALL(x, V).

We refer to the technique used above for folding
in closure information as domain enumeration for a
quantifier. 2 For a given quantified formula, the occur-
rence of a predicate instance that both contains the

2The technique of domain enumeration derives from the
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variable of quantification and has its closure determined
by the analogical structure is not sufficient to guaran-
tee the applicability of domain enumeration. The for-
nmla 3x. -,BES(x, U1)A TYPE(x, Closet) illustrates this
point. Ill this case, the closure for BES(x, U1) is not an
appropriate restriction of the terms of/:; elimination
of the existential quantifier from this formula using the
closure would lead to unsound conclusions.

For existential quantifiers, the domain used in
domain enumeration must include all bindings for
which the embedded fornmla (e.g., OWNS(x, Cyril) 
BES(x, U~_) in (8)) may have truth value true in or-
der to guarantee that all relevant instantiations of the
quantified variable are covered. For universal quanti-
tiers, the domain should exclude values for which the
embedded formula is already determined to have truth
value true. We call a predicate instance whose exact
closure satisfies these conditions focus expressions for
the given quantified formula. In essence, a focus expres-
sion prunes fi’om consideration those bindings of a given
quantified variable that do not provide useful informa-
tion. To formalize the concept of focus expressions, we
introduce definitions for the polarity and definiteness of
predicate instances in a formula.

Definition 3.2 (Polarity) An instance of a predicate
in a formula ¢ is called positive if the instance maps to
an unnegated literal in the conjunctive normal form of

and is called negative otherwise.

Definition 3.3 (Definiteness) An instance of
a predicate in a formula ¢ is called definite if the in-
stance maps to a literal in a clause of length one in the
conjunctive normal form of ¢ and is called indefinite
otherwise.

We will combine the notions of polarity and def-
initeness, referring to individual instances as nega-
tive indefinite or positive definite as appropriate. The
expression INHALL(x, V) is a negative indefinite in-
stance in Vx. INHALL(x, V) D TYPE(x, Office) and
a positive definite instance in 3x. INHALL(x, V)A
TYPE(x, Closet).

Defnition 3.4 (Focus Expression) If ¢ is a quan-
tified formula containing a predicate instance P[z] then
P[z] is a focus expression for ¢iff either

¯ ¢ has the form Vz. c~ and the occurrence of P[z] is
negative indefinite, OR

¯ ¢ has the form 3z. c~ and the occurrence of P[z] is
positive definite.

The embedded formula e~ from Vx. c~ or 3x. e~ need
not be retained in its entirety when forming the individ-
ual conjuncts and disjuncts for the quantifier-eliminated
fornmlas. Instead, the simplification of o~ in which the
focus expression is replaced by true will suffice since
the focus expression has truth value true for all terms
iu its closure. The domain enumeration rule is formally
defined as follows.

predicate-based generation method introduced in [8] for au-
tomatically generating attachments to evaluate quantified
formulas.

Definition 3.5 (Domain Enumeration) If ¢ is a
quantified expression, either 3z. ~ or Vz. c~, contain-
ing a focus expression (I)[z] with maximal subclosure D-
and minimal superclosure D+ then domain enumeration
for ¢ and <I)[z] yields:

d true

dED+

d true
/~ (~z)~[~ if¢ is Vz. ~ .

dcD-

3.3 Example

We illustrate the workings of our integration rules by
applying them to the scenario presented in Section 2.2
for the scene structure of (1). Consider first the fact
that Paul’s office is in hall HI, given by the for-
mula RESIDES(Paul, V). Rewriting using definition
(4) yields:

3u. INHALL(u, V) A TYPE(u, Office)
A OWNS(Paul, u) (10)

The predicate INHALL(u, V) is a focus expression in
(10) and its exact closure in scene (1) is {Ua, U2, 
Domain enumeration using this focus expression yields

V TYPE(d, Office) A OWNS(Paul, d) (11)
dE{Ul ,Ua,Ua}

Scene (1) contains the information that U1 and Ua are
offices, thus TYPE(U1, Office) and TYPE(U3, Office)
in (11) can be replaced by true using the evaluation
rule. In addition, since the diagram indicates that
Ralph owns UI, evaluation can be used to rewrite
OWNS(Paul, U1) to false. These evaluations combined
with tautological simplification produces

TYPE(U2, Office) A OWNS(Paul, U~.)
(12)V OWNS(Paul, Ua)

Similarly, from the formula RESIDES(Cyril, HI) we ob-
tain the disjunction

TYPE(U~, Office) A OWNS(Cyril, U2) (13)
V OWNS(Cyril, U3)

Expansion of the contingent fact -~NBR(Ralph, Paul)
using definition (3) gives

Vx, y.-~ ( (TYPE(x, Office) A TYPE(y, Office) 
OWNS(Ralph, x) A OWNS(Paul, 

A BES(x,y)) 

This formula contains the focus expression
OWNS(Ralph, x) whose exact closure in scene (1) 
{U1}; domain enumeration yields:

Vy.- ( TYPE(Ux, Office) A TYPE(y, Office)
AOWNS(CyrII, y) A BES(UI,y) 

The expression TYPE(U1, Office) evaluates to true in
the diagram, thus we obtain

Vy. -,TYPE(y, Office) V
(14)-,OWNS(Paul, y) V ~BES(U1, y) 
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BES(U1, y) is a focus expression in (14) and its exact
closure is {U2}; domain enumeration for BES(Ut,y)
yields

--,TYPE(U2, Office) V ~OWNS(Paul, U2) 

This fornmla along with (12)jointly entail the conjunc-
tion TYPE(U3, Omce) A OWNS(Paul, U3). The reflec-
tion operators call be applied to the conjuncts of this
formula to creatc thc scene structure:

v type:hall
It t t I t |

u I u2 u3
type:office type:office

owner:Ralph owner:Paul (15)

Evaluation can be applied using this diagram to rewrite
OWNS(Cyril, Uj) in formula (13) fal se since thedia-
gram indicates that the owner of U3 is Paul The result
is the formula TYPE(U=,, OtBce) A OWNS(Cyril, U2).
Note that this last deduction could not be made fi’om
(13) and the sentence OWNS(Paul, U3) alone; we need
the further information that ownership is unique. The
uniqueness property is embededded in the scene struc-
ture and is used implicitly by the extraction procedures.
Finally, the contents of this last formula can be reflected
to produce the final diagranl (6).

3.4 Properties of the Framework

The integration framework satisfies the following prop-
erties.

Proposition3.6 (Soundness)Evaluation and do-
main enumeration are sound.

Proposition 3.7 (Equivalence) Domain enumera-
tion using exact closures is an equivalence-preserving
inference rule.

The integration rules are not complete. It is shown in
[8] that a hybrid system in which information is trans-
ferred into a sentential subsystem on an as needed ba-
sis requires both closure information for predicate in-
stances with arbitrary numbers of free variables and
the integration power of theory resolution [9] to guar-
antee completeness. A framework of the type presented
here could be extended for a given application to ensure
completeness, although such extensions will not always
be practical due to the resultant complexity of the in-
terface between subsystems.

We note that the integration rules proposed here can
all be implemented using attachment technology [8].

4 Conclusion
We have presented a formal hybrid framework for inte-
grating domain information expressed sententially into
the perceptual interpretation process and shown how
the framework extends tim capabilities of traditional
perception systems.

The given framework provides greater functionality
than previous formalisms from the hybrid reasoning
community [4] through its capacity to reflect derived

information back into the analogical structures. We are
currently developing more general inference rules that
manipulate the scene structures directly in order to rea-
son hypothetically. Such inference rules provide a par-
tial solution to the incompleteness impasse described
above. This research can be viewed as a computational
realization of Johnson-Laird’s mental models [6] and
is similar in spirit to work in the Hyperproof [1] and
WHISPER [5] systems although tailored to the appli-
cation of perceptual interpretation.
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